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“I have always been interested in the binary form in which both parts are mutually exclusive or
nearly so; the first G minor nocturne of Chopin is one of the few pure examples I know of, but I
suppose the first two movements of Mahler's Fifth taken together become a binary form of sorts.
So I will discuss the two pairs of movements as just that–pairs that comment on each other, just as
each half faces its counterpart musically within each double movement.
Twist of Fate–Mazurka, the first binary movement, begins loudly and dramatically and ends quietly
in sadness. Between these extremes come two very different tempos and moods. Twist of Fate
clambering ahead in blows and screams and followed by an ironic Mazurka. The whole is a
meditation on the seeming inevitability of war and tragedy in human existence.
The first of the next pair, Apotheosis of J.V., requires separate explanation. John Verrall (born 1909,
Britt, Iowa) studied at the Budapest Conservatory and the Royal College of Music in London; he
taught me composition, counterpoint, orchestration and so much else from 1949 on through my
teens in Washington State. While not utilizing any of Verrall's thematic material, this music is
reminiscent of his style; we move directly into Dithyramb after a short transitional passage. Here,
headlong and frenetic, the music's forward drive is only slightly held back toward the midpoint by
a recall of the mysterious section from Twist of Fate; then we return to the main tempo, which leads
to a frenetic coda.
Trio was commissioned by Michigan State University for the Verdehr Trio.”

─William Bolcom

The world premiere of Trio was on March 24, 1994 at Wigmore Hall (Park Lane Group), London,
England.
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